
ing their emission position. Consequently, their inclusion
in the image affects contrast, spatial resolution and quan
tffication. Many scatter correction methods have been de
scribed (1). Some of them perform a spatial analysis by
using deconvolution procedures. Others rely on a spectral
analysis (i.e., process energy information). This work in
vestigates the performanceof nine scatter correction meth
ods based on spectral analysis. They differ in their under
lying hypotheses and in the complexity of their
implementation. The aim of this study is to look into the
validity of the assumptions of these methods and their
potential in terms of relative and absolute activity quanti
fication, and signal-to-noise ratio.

An objective assessment of scatter correction methods
requires knowing the spatial distribution of unscattered and
scattered photons. Monte Carlo modeling of gamma-ray
transporthasbeenestablishedasausefultechniquefor sim
ulatingrealisticSPECF datawhile controllingthe character
istics related to the â€œdetectedâ€•photons, especially their
emission and detection locations and the interactions they
have undergone(2). InSPECF, however, the combinationof
errorsdue to physical and algorithmiceffects makes it difli
cult to analyze the precise origin of errors observed on re
constructed slices. Because all scatter corrections evaluated
in thiswork prOCeSSprojectionsbefore reconstructionis per
formed, they have been compared using a Monte Carlo sim
ulatedprojectionof a physicalphantom.Since the projection
of only the unscatteredphotons is available,the accuracyof
the scattercorrectionmethods can be evaluatedby examin
ing both the validity of their assumptions and their ability to
properlyestimatethe spatialdistributionof unscatteredpho
tons in the projection.

MATERiALS AND METHODS

Monte Carlo Simulation
TheMonteCarlosimulationwas developedusingthegeneral

purpose EGS4 code system (3). The software described the trans
portof photonsandincludedComptonscatter,coherentscatter
and photoelectric effect (4). It was designed for simulating a
NaI(Tl)SPECTdetectorwith a low-energy,high-resolution,par
allel-holecollimator.The intrinsicenergy response of the detector
was modeled by Gaussian functions, assuming the following rela

Wecomparedninescattercorrectionmethodsbasedonspectral
anal@ whichprocessSPECTprojections.Methods: Monte
Carlosimulationwas usedto generatehistoriesof photonsemit
ted from a reai@tic @Fcphantom.A particufarprojectionwas
considered.Informationregardingthe history,locationand en
ergyof the photonsdetectedin thisprojectionwasanalyzedto
test the assumptionsunderlyingeach scattercorrectionmethod.
Relative and absolute quantificationand signal-to-noise ratio
wereassessedfor eachscattercorrectedimage.Results:For
the simulateddata,twomethodsdonotenabieactMtyquantifi
cation. Among the methods requinng some parameters to be
calibrated,thedual-energywindowmethodshowsthebestcorn
promisebetweenaccuracyandeaseof imp@rnentationbut in
troduces a bias in relativequantification.Inthis respect@a triple
energywsndowtechniqueismoreaccuratethanthedual-window
method.A factoranalyalsapproachresultsinmorestablequan
titativeaccuracy(error-10%) for a wide rangeof activitybut
requiresa moresophisticatedacquisitionmode(30energywIn
dows).Conclusion:Theseresultsshowthatascattercorrection
methodusingspectralanalysiscan be used to substantially
improve accurate quantification.

Key Words: scattercorrection;Single-phOtOnemissioncorn
putedtomography;spectralanalysin

J Nuci Med1995;36:1476-1488

ccurate quantification in SPECF is affected by the
characteristics of the SPECT system (energy and spatial
resolution, mechanical stability, sensitivity, uniformity of
the response, etc.), by some physical phenomena (scatter,
attenuation, septal penetration, partialvolume effect), by
tomographic reconstruction and by physiological factors
(patientmotion). In all these factors, the problemof scatter
has given rise to many investigations due to its blurring
effect. As scattered photons are detected at a location
which corresponds roughly to the location of their last
scatter interaction, they convey poor information regard
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whereI,,@,(i)andL(i) arethe numbersof countsdetectedin the
pixeli in the loweranduppersubwindows,respectively.As the
scatter fractionis relatedto the scatter-to-totalratio, the number
of scatteredphotons,SPk(i),detectedina pixeli inthephotopeak
window can be estimated once A, B and C have been calibrated
using(6):

@i)= I(i)SF(i@1+ SF(i)J, Eq.3

where1(i)= I@(i)+ L(i)is thenumberofphotonsdetectedinthe
pixel i in the photopeakwindowand@ denotes the estimated
quantities.The estimatedimageof unsca@teredphotonsin the
photopeak window, Upk, â€˜@then deduced by:

U@(i)= 1(i)â€” Eq.4

The methodrequirescalibrationof A, B and C. To determine
theseparameters,the exactvaluesof SF(i) = S@(i)/U@(i)were
calculated and plotted against R(i) = I@..ji)/I,@(i).A nonlinear
regressionanalysiswas performedusing the pixels included in
two different reg@ouaofinterest(ROIs). The first ROI(ROI 1, 1943
pixels)correspondedto theinnerpartofthe cylindricalcontainer,

Eq. 1 whereas the second ROI (RO! 2, 2257 pixels) included the edges
ofthecylinder.Inthisway,twosetsofvaluesforA, B andCwere
obtained.

M3: ChannelRatio MethoL The same two subwindowsthat
split the photopeakwindowused for M2 are used here. The
channel ratio method (7) assumes that the ratio of the number of
unscattered photons detected in these two subwindows is con
stant as well as the ratio of the number of scattered phOtons, i.e.:

U@(i)/U@(i)= 0 and S@,,(i),S@(i)= H, for all i, Eq. 5

whereU andS standforunscatteredandscattered,respectively,
and1wanduwstandforlowerandupperwindows,respectively.
Thenumberof countsdetectedin the lowerandthe upperwin
dows provides two other equations:

I@.@,(i)= U@(i)+ S@(i),

I@(i) = U@(i) + S@(i).

FiGURE1. Simulatedphantomandprojection.Relativeactivity
concentrationsofthesmallcylinderswithrespecttothebackground
were2,4,6 and8.

tionshipbetween the FWHM of the Gaussianresponse and the
energy,E, of theprimaiyphotons(5):

FWHM = @fa+ @E,

with a and@ equal to 20.42 and 1.3027, respectively. Those values
wererepresentativeof experimentalmeasurementsof energyres
olution.A perfectintrinsicspatialresolutionwas simulated.

Thesimulatedphantomconsistedof fourequal-sizedcylinders
embedded in a cylindrical phantom containing a uniform back
groundof@Tc (Fig.1).Relative @Tcactivityconcentrationsof
the four hot small cylinderswith respect to the backgroundwere
2, 4, 6 and8, respectively.

Theprojectionforwhichtheheadofthe camerawasparallelto
the top of the phantomand in contactwith it was considered
(Fig.1).Thesimulateddatawererecordedinalistmode.Foreach
detected photon, its emission and detection locations, energy of
detection and the number ofCompton and Rayleigh interactions it
hadundergonewere stored.Everyphotondetectedwithan en
ergywithina 60-180-keVrangewas considered.Threemillion
events were acquired. For each scatter correction method, the list
mode was processed and the datawere sorted to get the imageor
theset of imagescorrespondingto theenergyrangesrequiredby
themethod.Theimagematrixwas64 x 64withapixelsizeequal
to 0.39 x 0.39cm2.Theimagesof theunscatteredandscattered
photons were also created.

Scater Coff@ Mitheds
Nine scatter correction methods (referred to as Ml to M9,

presented below) were assessed. For each ofthem, the underlying
hypothesesareemphasized.Themethodologiesusedto optimize
therequiredparametersandto studythevalidityof thehypothe
ses are described.

Ml: PhotopeakW?ndowAcquirition.A conventional126-154-
keVimagecorrespondingto the20%spectralwindowcentredon
140keV was created. This spectralwindowwillbe subsequently
referredto as the photopeakwindow. The numberof unscattered
photonsdetectedoutsidethiswindowwasdetermined,aswellas
thenumberof scatteredphotonsincludedwithinthiswindow.

M2: Dual-PhotopeakWindowMetho@rLThis method (6) as
sumesanexistingrelationshipbetweenthescatterfractionin the
pixel i, SF(i) and the ratio ofthe number ofcounts detected in two
equally wide subwindows splitting the phOtOpeakwindow:

SF(i)= NI,,@,(i)/1@(i)?+ c,

Eq.6

Consequently,calibrationof 0 andH resultsin a systemof four
equations for four unknown values: U@(i), S@(i), U@(i), S@(i).
Its solution leads to the number of unscattered photons in the
photopeak window (7):

Upk(i) = (1 + G)/(G â€”H)[I@,(i) â€”FH@,,,(i)J. Eq.7

Application of this method requires calibration of 0 and H. For
each pixel, G(i) = U@(i)/U@(i)and H(i) = S@(i)/S@(i)were
calculated.G and H were deducedas the meanvalue of the 0(i)
andH(i)values,respectively.Thesemeanvalueswerecomputed
forthetwo ROIs(ROI1 andROI2) previouslydescribed.

M4:PhotopeakEnei@j@Dict@ibutionAna@ysi@.Thismethod(8)
relies on the assumption that the phOtopeakWindow can be divided
into two subwindows so that for any pixel, the number of scattered
photons detected within these subwindows are equal, i.e.:

S1(i)= S@(i), Eq.8

where1 and2 labelthe two subwindows,withwindow1 corre
sponding to the lowest energy range. The scatter correction con
sists in subtracting the image acquired in window 1 from that
correspondingto window2. This theoreticallyremovesthe scat

Eq. 2 tered photons since:
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This relationship does not ensure that the basic hypothesis is
correct for each pixel i. If, however, it is, then Equation 14is true.
A globalassessmentofthe basicassumptionofM6was performed
by testingthevalidityof Equation14.

M7: Position-Dependent Scatter Correction UsÃ¼zgTriangular
Apprnrimation. For each pixel i, the method estimates the num
ber of scattered photons detectedwithin the photopeakwindow
from a linear fitting of the local scatter spectrum (11). In order to
performthis linearfitting,two values of the scatter spectrumare
first estimated. It is assumed that the photons detected with an
energyE2,abovethephotopeak(typicallyE@= 154keV)areonly
unscattered photons, i.e.:

I@(i)= U@(i), Eq. 15

where 12 denotes the image acquired at energy E@.It is also
assumedthat the photopeakis symmetricalaround the emission
energyE1),i.e.:

U1(i) = 132(i), Eq. 16

whereU1(i)representsthe numberof unscatteredphotonsde
tected in pixel i at energy E1 = E0 â€”(E@â€”E@)(E1 = 126 keV
when E2 = 154 keV). Consequently,the numberof scattered
photonsdetectedwithanenergyE1canbe calculatedby:

@1(i)= 11(i)â€”C.J1(i)= I1(i)â€”CJ2(i)= 11(i)â€”I@i). Eq. 17

,@i) = Rni(@)/'@'ni+ I@(i)/w@]w,2, Eq. 18

wherew, w@1andw@2arethewidthsof thephotopeakandnarrow
windows.

Insteadof usinga trapezoid,the scattercomponentis esti
matedby the areaof a righttrianglewith a heightequalto the
estimated number of scattered photons at energy E1 and a
basis corresponding to the width of the photopeak window.
The narrowwindows were set at 123â€”129keV and 150â€”158
keV (11). No otherparametersare needed.

Similar to M6, if the triangular apprcximation is valid for any
pixel i, it can also be used to estimate the total number of scattered
photons in the photopeak window from the number of photons
detected with energies E1 and E@.The area under the true scatter
spectrum and the triangular approximation were compared for a
global assessment of the basic assumptions underlying the method.

M& ConstrainedFactorAnalysis. To estimate the imageof
unscatteredphotons,constrainedfactoranalysis(12) assumes
that the spectrumn, of the photonsdetectedin pixel i can be
decomposedinto a photopeakp and a Comptonspectrumc with
anerrore1representingnoise:

nâ€¢= s(i)c+ u(i)p+ ;, Eq. 19

wherethe scatterandphotopeakspectraarenormalizedands(i)
andu(i)arethe numberof scatteredandunscatteredphotonsin
pixel i. The fitting of the model proceeds in three main stages:

1. The spectra set {n@}is analyzed using factor analysis of
medical image sequences (FAMIS)to determine two fac
tors: a Compton factor@ and a photopeak + Compton factor

I@(i)â€”11(i)= U@(i)+ S.@(i)â€”U1(i)â€”S1(i)= U@(i)â€”U1(i). Eq. 9

Theonlyparameterinvolvedinthisprocedureis thecutoffenergy
between windows 1 and 2. In order to optimize this parameter for
ourdata,theoptimalcutoffwas computedforeachpixelas the
cutoff energy minimizing 1S2(i) â€”S1(i)I. Its mean values for the
pixels belonging to ROI 1 and ROT2 were deduced.

M5: DuaI-Ene@gj@WindowMetho4i The dual-energywindow
method(9) assumesthatthe spatialdistributionof the scattered
photons detected in the photopeak window can be estimated by
the spatialdistributionof the phOtOnsdetectedin a secondary
window, and that these two spatial distributions only differ quan
titatively in a ratio k. This hypothesis is expressed by:

@pk(1) kI@(i), Eq. 10

whereI@is the imageacquiredin thesecondaryenergywindow.
Thescatter-freeimageis thenestimatedusing:

Upk(i) = 1(i) â€” @pk(i)@ Eq. 11

where I is the imageacquiredin the photopeakwindow.The
secondary energy window was set as originally suggested, i.e.,
92-125 keV. The proposed value k = 05 was used. In order to
study the variations of k from pixel to pixel and to optimize its
meanvalue for ourdata,the pixel-by-pixelvaluesk(i) = Spk(i)/
Sdi) weredetermined.Themeanvalueof k(i)was calculatedfor
ROI 1 andROl 2. The k value thatscales the totalamountof
scatter in the secondarywindowto the total amountof scatter in
thephotopeakwindow,i.e.:

k =@ S@(i)/@ S@i),

was alsodetermined.
M6:Position-DependentScatterCom@ctionUsfr@gTmpezoidal

Approx@@nation. For each pixel i, the position-dependent scatter
correction method (10) estimates the scatter component within
the photopeakwindow from a linearfittingof the spectrumof the
photonsdetectedin thispixel.Thislinearfittingis basedon the
numbers of photons I1(i) and I2(i) detected at energies E1 and E@
on both sides of the photopeaLIn practice,these values are
estimated by acquiringtwo images@ and I@ correspondingto
two narrowwindowscentredon E1 and E@,respectively.The
linear fittingis then written:

@(i)= [I@1(i)+ I,4i)]w/(2w@), Eq. 13

wherew@andw are the widthsof the narrowand photopeak
windows.Thismeansthat the scatter componentof the spectrum
in the photopeak spectral range is estimated by the trapezoidal
area located under the linear fit between E1 and E@.Two 2-keV
widenarrowwindowswereused,centeredon 126and154keV,
respectively. This method does not require any other parameter.

As Equation 13applies to each pixel i, it also applies to the total
numberof scatteredphotonsby summationover the pixels i.
Consequently, if the basic hypothesis underlyingthe method is
correct,thetotalnumberofscatteredphotonsdetectedwithinthe
photopeak window,@ @Pk(O,is related to the total numbers of
photonsdetectedat energiesE1andE@,@ 11(i)and@ 12(i),by:

@:Spk(1)[@ 11(i)+@ I2(i)]wt2.Eq.14

Two values of the scatter spectrum are then known: 0 at energy E@
and11(i)â€”12(i)at energyE1. The linearfit betweenthese two
values can then be deduced.

Two narrow windows, labeled n1 and n2 and centered on E1
andE@,areusedto estimateI1(i)andI2(i).Thenumberof scat

Eq. 12 tered photons within the photopeak window is then given by:
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i@@-Thesetwo factorsbelongto a two-dimensionalstudy
space resultingfroman orthogonaldecompositionof the
spectra set.

2. The photopeak + Comptonfactor@ is replacedby a the
oretical photopeak factor @.

3. The set of spectra {n@Jis projectedonto the Comptonfactor
e andthetheoreticalphotopeakfactor@ toyieldthenumber
of scatteredandunscatteredphotons, @(i)and(1(i),forevery
pixel i.

This method was applied using the following procedure. The
spectra {n@}were sampled using six spectral windows: 60-68,
68-78, 78-90, 90-106, 106-126, 126-154 keV. FAMIS was car
ned outwithaninitialgroupingof theneighboringpixelsaccord
ingto a 4 x 4 pattern.Afterthisclustering,anautomaticthresh
olding procedure removed the very noisy spectra to avoid
disturbing the subsequent analysis. A correspondence analysis
was performedas the orthogonaldecompositionof the spectra
which precedes the determination of the factors to remove the
noise e. The eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue
was used in additionto the centroidof the spectrato spanthe
two-dimensional study space. As suggested by the authors, the
theoretical photopeak was assumed to be zero from 60 to 126keV
andto be equalto 1 in thephotopeakwindow.

By summing Equation 19 over i, the model implies that the
spectrum associated with the entire image can be written as the
sum of the scatterspectrum(weightedby the totalnumberof
scattered photons) and the photopeak (weighted by the total num
berofunscatteredphotons).Thesetwospectralcomponentswere
calculated and compared to the true total scatter and photopeak
spectra.-

M9:FactorAna@ysisofMedical ImageSequencesUsingTar
get-Apex Seeldng (FAMIS-TAS). Although similar to approach
M8,themethoddiffersin severalways (13):

1. The model of spectraldecomposition is moregeneralin that
it assumes that a photopeak p and several scatter spectra
{ck} are necessary to describe any local spectrum n@, i.e.:

ni =@ sk(i)ck+ u(i)p + ej.

2. Thespectraareanalyzedusinga finerenergySampling.
3. Thespectrac@andparedeterminedinadifferentway.pis

notassumedto be knowna prioriandis searchedforinthe
study space by TAS to match the specifics of the data (e.g.,
energyresolutionofthe camera).Thesetof; isdeducedby
taking advantage of the previous estimation of p (13).

Thespectrawere4 keYsampledfrom60to 180keV.FAMIS
TAS was conducted in a similar manner to M8. An initial 4 x 4
pixel clustering was performed followed by an automatic thresh
olding procedure and a correspondence analysis. The eigenvec
tors associated with the two largest eigenvalues resulting from the
correspondenceanalysiswereusedin additionto thecentroidof
the spectra to spana three-dimensionalstudyspace.Thecriterion
fortheTASof p was thatthephotopeakshouldbe zerofrom60
to 116keV.No informationregardingtheshapeof thephotopeak
inthe116-180-keVrangeis required.TwoComptonspectrawere
estimated(i.e., K = 2). Thecoefficientss@(i)andu(i)werecorn
puted using the projection of the initial set of spectra {nJ onto the
spectra {&J and @.

The summationof Equation20 over the pixelsi leadsto the
spectra associated with the entire image. The total Compton spec

trum was calculated as the sum of the two scatter spectra,@ and
e2,weightedby I@@1(i)andI. @(i),respectively.Thetotalpho
to@ was@ @1(i)@.These scatter and photopeak spectra were
compared with the true ones.

Foreachmethod,relativeandabsoluteactivityquantification
and the signal-to-noiseratiowere assessedfromthe estimated
scatter-free image.

RelatiVeACtiVity Quantification. Five ROIs were drawn on the

true image of unscattered photons. Four of them covered the
inner part of the small cylinders and each one was 16 pixels in
area. The fifth ROl (1285pixels)was drawn over the background.

Since the geometry of the simulated phantom is perfectly
known as well as the attenuating medium (water), the relationship
connecting the ratio k@of activity concentration between a cylin
deri andthebackgroundwiththe meannumbersof countsper
pixel in ROl i andin thebackgroundRO!, A@andA@,canbe
analytically derived:

@=6.558(@â€”A@)/A@+1. Eq.21

It takes into accountthe attenuationaffectingthe projection.
Consequently, for a projection containing only unscattered pho
tons, thetheoreticalvaluesof k@forthefourcylindersare2,4,6
and8.

AbsoluteActivity Quantification. The accuracy of absolute ac
tivity quantification was assessed by plOtting the estimated num
berofunscattered photons against the true number for every pixel
i in which the truevalue exceeded 30. The correlationcoefficients
rassociatedwiththeseplotswereCalcUlatedasa measureof their
spread.

Theabsolutevalueof therelativeerrordefinedas:

6(i) = 0(i) â€”U(i)@ s lOOfU(i), Eq. 22

SNR = rn/sd, Eq. 23

wheresd andrnarethestandarddeviationandmeanof {U(i)}in
theROl.

RESULTS

@@ M@ods
Ml. The photopeak image contains 1,395,752 events

with 30.6% as scattered photons. Multiple scattered pho
tons represent 18.5%of the scattered photons and 2.1%of
the unscattered photons detected within the 60â€”180-keV
range fail outside the photopeak window.

M.Z The plots of the scatter fractions against the ratio of
the number of events falling into two subwindows, 1w and
hw, are representedin Figure 2 for ROIl and R012, as are
the results of the fits. The parametersA, B and C are equal
to:

ROIl: A= â€”0.359 B= â€”1.451 C=0629,

ROl 2: A = 0.015 B = 4.628 C = 0.323.

wascalculatedforeachpixeli andrepresentedasafimctionof the
true number of unscattered photons in pixel i, U(i).

Signal-to-Noise Ratio. The signal-to-noise ratio was calculated
Eq. 20 fromthebackgroundROlby:
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ROl 2

ROl 1: 0 = 1.02 sd = 0.10 mm = 0.74 max = 1.41

H=3.85 sd=0.78 min=2.30 max=7.93

ROl 2: 0 = 1.03 sd = 0.10 mm = 0.59 max = 1.43

H=3.85 sd=O.80 min=2.14 max= 7.93

Because 0 and H mean values derived from the two ROIs
do not significantly differ, the values 0 = 1.03 and H =
3.85 were chosen for the correction.

M4. For both ROIs, the mean optimal cutoff between
windows 1 and 2 is 134.5 keV:

window 1: 126-134 keV and window 2: 135â€”154keV.

The optimal cutoff corresponding to individualpixels var
ies between 132.5 and 136.5keV. For mean optimalcutoff,
the numberof scattered photons S2(i)in the upperwindow
is plotted against the number of scattered photons 51(i) in
the lower window (Fig. 4A). Althoughthis cutoff is optimal
for a processed image, the scatter contents of the lower
window tend to be higher than those of the upper window.
The number of unscattered photons U1(i) in the lower
window is represented as a function of the number of
unscattered photons U2(i) in the upper window in
Figure4B. A linear regressionleads to:

U1(i) = 0.218 U@(i)+ 0.655 (r = 0.964). Eq. 24

This means that when 100 unscattered photons are de
tected in subwindow 2, about 22 are detected in subwin
dow 1. Consequently, for our experiment, the correction
typically results in â€”18%removal of unscattered photons
with respect to those detected in the photopeak window.

M5. Analysis of the spectral contents of the secondary
energy window 92â€”125-keVindicates that 99% of the de
tected photons are scattered photons and 55% of those
photons are multiple scattered, whereas in the photopeak
window only 18.5% of the scattered photons have under
gone multiple scattering.

FIGURE2. Plotsof thescatterfr@lonsSF(I)againstthe ratio
R@)of the numberof countsfallingintothe twoequily widesub
wIndowssplittingthephotopeakwIndow.Eachpolntcorrespondsto
a pixelI.TheresultsofthefittingSFQ)= A RQ)B+ Cwhenpbcels
belongingto ROlI andROl2 arealsoshown.

It should be noted that the curvatures of the two fitting
curves differ. This leads to a different estimation @fscatter,
especially for pixels in which R(i) is low (<1.2) or high
(> 1.6). The corrections were performed using these two
sets of values, leading to two corrected images, subse
quently denoted M2 and M2.

M3. Figure 3 shows the distributions of 0(i) and H(i)
values. For ROI 1 and ROl 2, the mean value, standard
deviation, minimum and maximum values of these two
parametersare:

250

200

I

@150

11:

0

I
@1

FIGURE3. HistogramsOfG(I)andH@valuesforthechannelratiomethod.Thedashedhnesrepresentthevaluesusedforthecorrection
(G= 1.03,H = 3.85).
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FIGURE 6. Totalscatterspectrum(s) Inthephotopeakwindow,
tr_ ap@on (.) andthangulwappro@mation(-).

M6. Figure 6 shows the exact total scatter spectrum
within the photopeak window along with the linear fit
based on the number of events detected at 126 and 154
keV.Thetruenumberofscatteredphotons,corresponding
to the area under the true scatter spectrum, is 440,217. The
estimated number of scattered photons, corresponding to
the trapezoidal area, is 518,273, representing an overesti
mation of @-48%.

M7. Triangular approximation (Fig. 6) was used to esti
mate the numbers of scattered photons, which is 376,841,
whereasthe true areaunderthe scatterspectrumis
440,217. The linear fit results in an underestimation of
â€”â€˜14%.

For the differentassumptions of the method, we found
that:

1. lithe numberofscattered photons at 126and 154keV
were accurately estimated, the linear fitting of the
spectrum between these two energies would lead to
an underestimation of â€”12.5% of the scatter con
tents.

2. For an energy equal to 154 keV, --â€˜10%of the de
tected photons are scattered photons.

3. The relative difference between the number of un
scattered photons detected at 126 and 154 keV is
--â€˜8%.

M8. The last step of the model fitting (i.e., the projection
onto the estimated spectra) results in a photopeak image
including 1,803,217 events and a scatter image containing
1,126,613 events. The projection also results in 518 â€œneg
ative events,â€•i.e.

@s(i)+@u(i)= â€”518,

where u(i) and s(i) denote negative values ofu(i) and s(i).
Consequently, the total number of â€œrestoredâ€•events is

2,929,312, whereas 2,%5,582 events were initially ana
lyzed. This discrepancy (loss of --â€˜1.2%events) shows that
the fittingof the model does not restore the correct number
ofevents and is â€œquantitativelyinconsistentâ€•(as discussed
below).

The estimated Compton spectrum and the theoretical

a:

FIGURE4. @A)Plotof thenumberof scatteredphotonsS@ In
the upperwindowagalnstthe numberof scatteredphotonsS1(l)In
the lowerwIndow.Eachpointcorrespondsto a pbcelI.Thesolidline
correspondstoS2Q)= S1Q).(B)Plotofthenumberofunscattered
photonsU1(I)agalnstthe numberofunscatteredphotonsU2(l)Inthe
upperwindow.Eachpointcorrespondsto a pbcelI. The solid line
correspondsto the linearregressionresult.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of k(i) values. The anal
ysis of k(i) values within both ROl 1 and ROl 2 leads to:

ROI 1: k = 0.55 sd = 0.06 mm = 0.36 max = 0.80,

ROI 2: k = 0.55 sd = 0.06 mm = 0.34 max = 0.80.

The correctionwas performedwith the conventional value
0.5, as well as with the mean value 0.55. Two corrected
images, referred to as M5 and M5, were thus obtained.
The value of k that makes the numberof scattered photons
in the secondary window equal to the numberof scattered
photons in the photopeak window is 0.53.

400
U2Q)

FiGURE5. HIstogramofthek(i)valuesforthedual-energywin
dowmethod.Thedashedlinerepresentsk = 0.5.
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2. M3, M4, M5 and M6 overestimate activity concen
tration ratios. For M4 and M5, the greater the initial
ratio, the greater the overestimation. Unlike M4 and
M5, the degree of overestimation does not vary reg
ularly with the initial ratio for M3 and M6.

3. M7, M8 and M9 lead to satisfactory relative activity
quantificationand do not introduce a bias (e.g., over
or underestimationfor any initial ratio).

Absolute Activi@y Quantification. The plots of the esti
mated numbers of unscattered photons against the true
numbers are shown in Figure 10. Ml and M4 rule out
absolute activity quantification. M2 introduces a bias: it
overestimates the number of unscattered photons U(i)
when this number is low and then tends to underestimate
it. M2* (data not shown) has the same result with smaller
bias, however, M3 and M6 yield strong spread plots along
the y-axis. The global location of the cloud of points is not
far from the identity line, but the spread of the points
induces local errors. These spreads indicate high noise in
the corrected images. The plots corresponding to M5 and
M5* (data not shown) are very close to the identity line.
For M5, a slight bias can be seen, namely an underestima
tion for low U(i) values and an overestimation for highU(i)
values. M5* displays an underestimation up to U(i) = 480
and a slight overestimation from U(i)@ 680. M7 allows
absolute activity quantificationup to U(i) = 380, and over
estimates the number of unscattered photons for superior
U(i) values globally. M8 and M9 plots show similar ten
dencies, he., a global overestimation of U(i), slightly more
pronounced in the case of M8 than with M9.

The analysis of the absolute values of the relative error
E (Fig. 11) gives more specific information about the quan

titative performance of the different methods. Figure 11
confirms that Ml and M4 do not permit absolute activity
quantification.For M2 and M2@,@ is low and depends little
on the parameters for U(i) > 130. When U(i) < 130,@
increases markedly up to 80% for M2, whereas this in
crease is less pronounced for M2*. fr@3leads to a low error
when U(i) > 130, which goes up when U(i) < 130 and
reaches â€”40%when U(i)@ 35. In the dual-energywindow
method (MS and M5@),the relative error depends upon k
but remains close to 5% and inferior to 10%when U(i)>
180. The error increases notably when U(i) < 180and then
becomes more dependent upon k. With M6, e is â€”10%
when U(i) exceeds 330, and increases up to 45%for lower
U(i) values. Mi also introduces an error of â€”10%for a
wider rangeofU(i)values. When U(i) < 130, the errorrises
up to --â€˜35%.The errorwith M8 is @â€”10%â€”15%when U(i)>
130. As for the previous methods, it increases for lower
values. Finally, an error of @--â€˜10%is observed with M9
when U(i) > 130. Unlike the other methods, however, the
error does not increase very much for lower U(i) values
and the maximum error is --â€˜25%when U(i)@ 35.

Signal-to-Noise Ratios. The signal-to-noise ratios corre
sponding to the corrected images are reported in Table 1.
Three methods (M3, M4, M6) yield images with poor sig

I
100

energy (key)

FIGURE 7. Truescatter(s),photopeaJ@spectra(â€¢)andresultsof
estimationusingconstrainedfactoranalysis(rscatter,0photopeak).

photopeak correspondingto the spectral samplingused for
the constrained factor analysis are shown in Figure 7, as
are the exact scatter and photopeak spectra. The true pho
topeak is actually zero from 60 to 106 keV. Only 1.1%of
the unscattered photons are detected in the 106â€”126win
dow, whereas Mi assumes that all unscatteredphotons are
detected within the 126â€”154photopeak window.

M9. This method results in a photopeak image, including
1,092,176 events and two scatter images including
1,436,701 and 517,579 events, respectively; 60,944 â€œnega
tive eventsâ€•are observed. The total number of restored
events is thus 2,985,512, whereas 2,985,547 events were
initially processed. The difference between these two num
bers is due only to roundoff errors, and M9 appears to be
â€œquantitativelyconsistent.â€•

The estimated and true spectral components are shown
in Figure 8.

Comparative assessment
Relative Activity Quantification. The concentration ra

tios calculated for the differentcorrected images are plot
ted against the true concentration ratios in Figure 9. Sev
eral behaviors can be distinguished for relative activity
quantification:

1. Ml and M2 underestimate activity concentration ra
tios. The greater the initial ratio, the greater the un
derestimation.

FiGURE8. Truescatter(s),photopeakspectra(a)andestima
tionresultsfromFAMIS-TAS(r = scatter,0 = photopeak).
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nal-to-noise ratios (9 < SNR < 10.5). The ratios are high
and only slightly lower than the signal-to-noise ratioof the
true image of unscattered photons (20.1)with four methods
(Ml, M2 and M2*, M8, M9). Intermediatesignal-to-noise
ratios are obtained with MS. M5@and Mi. Table 1 sum
marizes the performance of the different methods.

DISCUSSION

The strength of the Monte Carlo approach is that it
allows us to investigate the intrinsic performance of the
scatter correction methods by separatingeffects caused by
scatter from other effects, such as those related to limited
spatialresolution, attenuationor reconstruction.We report
the quantitative results of the methods for a particular
geometry and for perfect experimental conditions (e.g.,
without uniformity defects). They cannot be readily cx
trapolated to what would happen when those methods are
combined with techniques that compensate for attenuation
or spatial response function. These other corrections (or
lack of correction) will affect quantification as well and
should also be considered. We believe, however, that a

better understanding of the contribution of different factors
to the overall erroris facilitatedby studies addressingeach
issueindividually.Thisshouldhelpfocuson the major
sources of error in the quantificationprocess and allow
better understandingof how differenterrorsources may be
partially cancelled or amplified.

Nonquantitative Methods
Two methods enable neither relative nor absolute achy

ity quantification: photopeak window acquisition (Ml) and
photopeak energy distribution analysis (M4). About 30% of
the photons detected in the 20% photopeak window are
scattered photons. Even with @â€œTcwhen no high-energy
photons are emitted in addition to the main photopeak,
â€”-â€˜20%of scattered photons detected within the photopeak
window result from multiple scattering. Consequently, the
quantitativepotentialofanyscattercorrectionmethodre
lying on the hypothesis of single scattering is restricted.
Photopeak energy distribution analysis performs some
what better than photopeak window acquisition in that it
amplifies contrast, which may be desirable for detecting
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FiGURE10. PiotsoftheestimatednumbersofunscatteredphotonsagalnStthetrUenumbers.Eachpolntcorrespondstoapixeli. Identity
line(â€”);r = correlationcoefficientassociatedwiththeplot@

by the method, together with the bias for extreme low and
high U(i) values, are particularly awkward because the
lesions which are due to be detected and quantifiedusually
correspond to local areas with abnormaluptake, i.e., cx
treme U(i) values.

The channel ratio method (M3) requires the calibration
of G and H. As was theoretically expected, 0 approxi
mately follows a Gaussian distribution around a value close
to 1. The distributionofH, however, is skewed to the right.
This means that in the 126â€”154keV range, the shape of the
scatter spectrum varies from pixel to pixel. This observa
tion agrees with the fact that the photopeak window in
cludes single and multiplescattered events. As the propor
tion of single and multiple scatter may vary from one pixel
to another, the shape of the scatter spectra associated with
different pixels also varies. On the average, agood fit is
observed between the identity line and the plot U(i) against
U(i). The cloud of points, however, is markedly spread,
which shows that the corrected image is noisy (SNR = 9â€¢6,
against 20.1 in the true image of unscattered photons).

lesions. The corrected image, however, is very noisy due
to the removalof â€˜--â€˜20%unscatteredphotons. This removal
is inherent in the method's foundation and cannot make it
competitive for quantitativepurpose.

Methods RequIring CalIbration
The dual photopeak window method (M2) relies on the

calibration ofparameters A, B and C. Our study shows that
the relationshipbetween the scatter fraction SF(i) and the
ratio R(i)of the numberof photons detected within the two
subwindows splitting the photopeak is not well defined. It
is far from clear whether the fit suggested by the authors is
the best. The correction is globally not very sensitive to the
values of the parametersbecause local errorsoccur in any
case. The sensitivity of the method to its parameters A, B
and C essentially appears for extreme low and high values
of R(i), which represent only a small portion of pixels.
Because the method tends to overestimate the number of
unscattered photons when it is low and to underestimate it
when it is high (Fig. 10), the activity ratios between differ
ent ROIs are underestimated. The local errors introduced
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FiGURE11. HIstogramsof the relativeerrorsas a functionof numberof unscatteredphotonsperptxelfor eachscattercorrection
methods.

The dual-energywindow method was applied by using
both the commonly accepted value k = 05 and a k value
derived from a more comprehensive analysis of our data.
The results show that k = 0.5 is a reasonablechoice for the
simulated phantom. The accuracy ofthe method is limitedby
the difference between the spatial distributionof the scat
tered photons detected within the secondary window and
thatof the scatteredphotons detected within the photopeak
window. For instance, the proportion of multiple scattered
photons is much greater in the secondaiywindow (55%)than
in the photopeakwindow (18.5%).As the scattercomponent
associated with the secondary window accounts for higher
order scatter or greater angle scatter than the component
associated with the photopeak window, the subtraction re
sults in an overcorrection far from the source location, and
an undercorrectionnear the source. Low activity areaswill
then containtoo few events andhighactivityareaswill con
taiii too many photons. This results in an enhancement of
contrast which makes relative activity quantification mis
leading.

It is also worth noticing that whereas k = 0.5 leads to a

global overestimation of the unscattered contents within the
photopeak window, this error is partially cancelled by using
the total numberof unscatteredphotons in the 60-180 keV
range as the true reference U(i) rather than the number of
unscattered photons in the photopeak window. This slight
difference (only 2.1% of unscatteredphotons are detected
outside the photopeakwindow) does not significantlyaffect
absolute activity quantification results. Nevertheless, it can
influence the results properly when the method yields an
overestimation of the number of unscattered photons in the
photopeak window (e.g., M5, M7).

Mithods InvoMng Linear RWng
The trapezoidal approximation (M6) globally overesti

mates the number of scattered photons in the photopeak
window. This proves that this approximation will also turn
out to be locally erroneous, as demonstratedin Figure 11.
Due to the narrow windows used, the method results in a
noisy image (SNR = 9, r = 0.945) which hinders accurate
local quantification.

Unlike trapezoidal approximation, triangular approxi

compansonof NineScatterCorre@onsâ€¢Buvatat al. 1485



AbsoluteNumberAbsolutequantification
forofRequIresRelativequantifIcationlow

UspectralMethod
parameter(s)quantificationfor highU(30 < U < 130) SNR windows

Ml no+ poorâ€” poorâ€”â‚¬>30% poorâ€”â‚¬>65% good+19.2 I

TABLE I
Summaryof the Performanceof NineScatterCorrectionMethods

Photopeak
window
a@on

M2, Dualphotopeak
@ndow

M3 Channelratio

M4 Phc*opeaken@gy
distribution
analysis

M5 D@y
w@ow

M6 Trapezoidal
ap@

Mi Triangular

M8 Constrainedfactor

MS FAMIS-TAS

+

good+ â‚¬< 10%
forU > 130

good+ â‚¬â€”10%
forU >130

poorâ€”â‚¬â€”40%

good+ eâ€”5%for
U > 230

good+ e â€”10%
for U > 330

good+ e < 10%
forU >130

approx.e < 15%
forU >130

good+ e â€”10%
forU >130

approx.10%< â‚¬
< 80%

approx.10%< â‚¬
< 45%

poorâ€”â‚¬> 40%

approx.15%< â‚¬
<45%

approx.10%< â‚¬
<45%

apprcx.5% < e <
35%

approx.20%< â‚¬
< 50%

apprcx.10%< â‚¬
< 25%

good+ 19.6;
18.9

poorâ€”9.622poorâ€”l0.52Inter.

14.9;15.92poorâ€”9.03Inter.

14.13good

+ 18.86 (list-mode)â€”good

+ 17.830 QIst-mode)â€”

yesâ€” poor

yes- poor

yes- poor

yesorno poor

no+ apprcx.

no+ approx.

no+ good+

no+ good+

+ = merit; - = inconvenience;â‚¬= relativeerror U = short for the numberof unscatteredphotonsper pixel U(1);approx. = approximate;and
inter.= Intermediate.

mation (M7) underestimates the numberof scattered pho
tons in the photopeak window. The linear fit does not
permit a proper estimation of the integral of the scatter
spectrum between 126 and 154keV (--â€˜12.5%underestima
tion of the numberof scattered photons). Moreover, since
some scattered photons are detected with an energy equal
to 154 keV, the deduced number of scattered photons
detected at an energy equal to 126 keV is underestimated.
This also contributes to the global underestimation of the
number of scattered photons. The wider spectral windows
make the method less sensitive to noise (SNR = 14.1, r =
0.982) than M6.

Factor Analysis Methods
These methods have been applied using an automatic

thresholding procedure and a correspondence analysis as
the orthogonaldecomposition. In this way, they essentially
differ in the model (one or two scatter spectra) and in the
technique used to estimate the basis spectra. The con
strained factor analysis described (12) did not use an au
tomatic thresholding and used principalcomponent analy
sis instead of correspondence analysis. However, the
automatic thresholding proposed as part of M9 has been
used for M8 so that differences in results cannot be attrib
uted to differences in thresholding procedures. As corre
spondence analysis has been demonstrated to be the opti
mal orthogonal decomposition for scintigraphic data (14),
it has been used for both M8 and M9.

Our main aim was to study the differences between M8

and M9 resultingfrom the differences in the models and in
the procedures used to estimate the basis spectra. Two
weaknesses of the constrained factor analysis (M8) have
been shown. First, modeling each local spectrum by the
weighted sum of a photopeak and a scatter spectrum does
not permit a precise description of the spectra. The esti
mated total scatter spectrum departs significantlyin shape
from the original one. Indeed, in the wide spectral range
which is considered, the scatter spectrum corresponding to
each pixel differs from pixel to pixel and cannot be de
scribed by a single shape scaled by a coefficient. On the
other hand, the modeling of the photopeak is reasonable
given the spectral sampling. A second problem is related to
conservation of processed information. After the correc
tion, the sum of the signal assumed to be scatter and
unscatter differs from the total signal initially processed.
This inconsistency results from the substitution of the the
oretical photopeak for the estimated photopeak + scatter
spectrum. Since the theoretical photopeak does not belong
to the study space resultingfrom the orthogonal decompo
sition, the final projection is inconsistent. Despite these
two problems, the method performsratherwell for relative
activity quantification and signal-to-noise ratios. Absolute
activity quantification, however, suffers from a global
overestimation.

The alternativemethod of factor analysis (M9) does not
present the problemofloss of partof the processed signal,
because the basis spectra (c@Jand p used for modeling the
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local spectra (Eq. 20) belong to the study space. The final
projection is then consistent. The comparison of the esti
mated total scatter and photopeak spectrawith the original
ones shows an overall correct estimation.

Some discrepancies, however, are observed in the shape
ofthe low-energytailofthe photopeakandinthe totalscatter
spectrum. There are two possible explanations: A three
dimensional study space was used to analyze the data and to
estimate the basis spectra {c@Jand p. This could be insuffi
cient for a precise description of the spectra given the fine
sampling. The benefits from using a larger study space or a
coarser sampling have to be investigated. The second prob
1cmencounteredby FAMIS-TASis thatseveralsets of basis
spectra can usually be found in the study space, and are
compatible with a correct description of the data given some
a priori constraints (e.g., c@,p. s@(i)and u(i) have to be
positive or zero for the model to have a physical meaning).
These different sets of basis spectra lead to different scatter
andphotopeakimages.The determinationofthe basiswhich
is the most appropriate for separating scattered from unseat
tered photons still has to be worked out. It could require
considerationof other constraints.FAMIS-TASleads to re
suits which are slightly better than those obtained with con
strained factor analysis. AlthOUghfine sampling was used,
the signal-to-noiseratio in the corrected image is high be
cause of the correspondence analysis, which ifiters the initial
spectra and permits robust estimation of the basis spectra
from the noise-free portion of the spectra (14). Overall over
estimation in absolute activity quantification is observed. A
remarkablefeatureof FAMIS-TASis thatit performsalmost
equally well over a wide range of U(i) values (i.e., the quan
tification is as reliable for cold areas or low counting
statistics as for hot areas or high counting statistics).
This results from the absence of parameters derived
from the mean shape of the spectra or from the mean
contents of the pixels.

Both factor analyses do not require the calibration of
parameters. Unlike M2, M3, M4 and MS. no parameters
were optimized given the data that had to be processed. In
this respect, these approaches are appealing since they
result in an overall satisfactory correction, especially re
gardingrelative activity quantification.

Sensitivity of the Methods to Camera UniformIty
Among the methods of spectral analysis that we evalu

ated, three of them, namely M5, M8 and M9, use a wide
spectral range while the others rely essentially on spectral
analysis in the photopeak window. The camera response is
usually optimized for the standard photopeak window ac
quisitions. Consequently, those methods that rely on a
spectral range far from the photopeak window may be
affected by spectral nonuniformity in that range. It can be
expected that the finer the energy Sampling, the more sen
sitive the method will be to nonuniformitydefects. Indeed,
when coarse samplingis used (i.e., wide spectralwindows)
spectral nonuniformities may be cancelled. In that respect,
methods M8 and M9 will be the more sensitive to camera

nonuniformity since they rely on both wide spectral range
and fine sampling. Preliminaryinvestigations show prom
ising results on the possibility of obtaining stable spectral
responses over a wide spectral range (15).

CONCLUSION

We have studied the performanceof nine scatter correc
tion methods in optimalexperimentalconditions. The pho
topeak acquisition and the photopeak energy distribution
analysis allow neither relative nor absolute quantification
and should not be considered furtherwhen aimingat quan
tification.Among the methods requiringparametercalibra
tion (M2, M3, M5), the dual-energy window method is a
good compromise. It is simple because a default k value
can be used, and the results are equally good or better than
with M2 or M3. The very principle of MS makes it less
sensitive to possible nonuniformity of the spectral response
of the camera than M2 and M3. The dual-energywindow
method introduces a bias in relative activity quantification,
however, by underestimatingthe activity in low activity
areas and overestimating it in high activity areas.

Concerning the methods relying on spectral analysis
based on measurement of two values of the local spectra
(M6, M7), the triangularapproximation performs better
than the trapezoidal approximation. It is a valuable alter
native to the dual-energy window method, especially for
relative activity quantification.On the other hand, it leads
to noisier images because it uses narrower spectral win
dows than MS.

FAMIS-TAS (M9)is preferableto the constrainedfactor
analysis (M8), both theoretically and practically. It enables
satisfactory relative activity quantification over a wide
rangeofactivity, but still needs to be improvedfor absolute
activity quantification. The relative error is about 10%in
optimal experimental conditions. This study was per
formed for @â€˜@Tcbecause most scatter corrections address

@9c acquisitions. Scatter is also of great concern when
imaging isotopes with more complex spectra, especially
those emittinghigh energy photons in additionto the main
photopeak (67Ga, @Â°â€˜Tl,etc.). For those radioisotopes,
FAMIS-TAS is the most appealing method since, unlike
the other methods, the methodology applies with only few
changes (16).
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